
STEAM Socratic Seminar
Teacher Guide

Introducing the Socratic Seminar

1. Give students context on why Socratic Seminar is a powerful method of 
discussion.
⁃ Video on Socrates (2:15-3:33 explains how method of questioning 

helps pinpoint knowledge): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ci55Qx_RYto

⁃ Allows students to build upon each other’s ideas in conversation.
3. Explain process of Socratic Seminar (see setup).
4. Have students brainstorm norms of behavior for discussion time (How 

should inside circle conduct themselves? How should outside circle 
conduct themselves? Why?).

• Student copies of Student Notes page (included)
• Student copies of Rubric & Peer Review page (included)
• Determine space for concentric circle setup in classroom

Setting Up the Socratic Seminar

1. Class will be divided into two groups: Circle A and Circle B.
2. Each student in Circle A should have a designated partner in Circle 

B (you can determine how to designate partners). 
3. Organize space so that one circle is seated on the “inside” and 

second circle is seated on the “outside”.
4. Provide each student with copy of “Student Notes” and “Rubric & 

Peer Review” pages.
⁃ Emphasize importance of asking deeper questions (may need 

to provide examples of deeper digging questions).
5. Introduce question and allow students time to independently take 

notes using relevant text resources from unit.

Materials/Preparation

In this activity, students will engage in a Socratic Seminar, a structured discussion in which 
students build on one another’s ideas and ask questions that drive conversation.
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During the Socratic Seminar

Other Suggestions

1. Inside circle (can be Circle A or Circle B) is first to speak.
2. Pose question, inform students if there is a time limit for discussion, 

and allow discussion to begin. There may be uncomfortable silence at 
first, but allow time for thinking.

3. Outside circle should be listening intently and recording partner 
comments and ideas to use for rubric. Outside circle should NOT be 
participating in conversation.

4. Give 2-3 minutes of reflection time after discussion for inside circle to 
self-assess, outside circle to peer review, and share feedback with 
each other.

5. Switch inside and outside circle roles and repeat

• You can open up a “hot seat” for members from outside to 
occasionally pose a relevant or deeper digging question to inside 
circle.

• It is up to you to decide how actively you want to pose/push questions 
from the teacher, or allow students to carry the conversation.

• You may want to give outside circle guidelines for providing feedback 
(i.e. give positive and constructive feedback)

• You can have whole class debrief after activity if desired

STEAM Socratic Seminar
Teacher Guide
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STEAM Socratic Seminar
Teacher Guiding Questions

Central Question:

The fields of STEAM have changed our world immensely 
over time. Do these changes make our world better or 
worse?

Supporting Questions:
- What are the different ways in which the fields of STEAM have affected our world?
- What potential ways can STEAM continue to affect our world? What kind of changes 
can it bring about?
- Are all of these changes good? Are all of them bad? Which ones are which, and why?
- What do we need to do as a community, society, or world to make sure the changes 
that come about are for the better, and are for positive progress?
- What challenges will be faced by people in the fields of STEAM?

Prompting Questions for any Socratic Seminar (these can also be taught to the students 
to prompt each other with):
- What makes you think that?
- What is your evidence for that statement?
- Where in the text did you deduce that from?
- How would _________ be different if _________?
- How would your statement work if __________?
- How would that be different if you applied it to ___________?
- Why is that important?
- How would __________ change if ___________?
- How would you feel if _________?
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Central Question:

The fields of STEAM have changed our world immensely 
over time. Do these changes make our world better or 
worse?

My Thoughts/Opinions/
Responses

Further Questions
Evidence to support my 

ideas (from text, 
connections, experience)

STEAM Socratic Seminar
Student Notes
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STEAM Socratic Seminar
Rubric & Peer Review

Rubric Categories

Participation - Student participates multiple times, but does not dominate conversation.

Response to Question - Student’s responses are on-topic, and it is clear they prepared for the conversation 
with thought out ideas.

Uses Evidence - Student uses evidence primarily from text, but may also pull from other media (books, 
articles, movies, news) or some personal experiences to support ideas.

Respectful - Student is respectful to ideas of others. Student does not interrupt, and is thoughtful when 
disagreeing with opposing opinons.

Rate each category above using the scoring system below:

4 3 2 1 0
Almost Always Mostly Sometimes Rarely Never

Self
Participation

Response to Question

Uses Evidence

Respectful

Totals

Notes

Peer Teacher
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